
These posters 
illustrate what level 

of warfare?

1)



Which conflict featured the use of 
nuclear weapons against a population?

2)



Which 
conflict was 

known as the 
“Trench 
War?”

3)



What is the genocide of Jews 
called, in which they were put 
into concentration camps?

In what conflict did this occur?

What previous genocide occurred 
in Turkey?

4)

5)

6)



Which conflict featured these two leaders?

Who is the Italian leader on the left?

Who is the German leader on the right?

What type of 
government do these 
leaders represent?

7)

8)

9)

10)



The organization 
pictured left was 
founded after 
WWII to keep 
peace between 
major world 
powers and solve 
problems 
between states.

What economic organization was created to regulate the value of global 
currencies (using the U.S. dollar as the standard of evaluation)?

What organization was created to help fund projects to alleviate global 
poverty?

11)

12)

13)



Which conflict ended with the following 
division of Europe?

Which alliance is represented by the 
area shaded blue (the area to the West)?

Which alliance is represented by the 
area shaded red (the area to the East)?

What economic organization did many of 
the states shaded blue form after WWII?

What economic plan did the U.S. enact to help rebuild the states shaded 
blue?

14)

15)

16)

17)

18)



These images refer to the 
closest the USSR and the 
US ever got to nuclear 
war. What event is this?

In efforts to avoid direct 
conflict between each 
other, the US and USSR 
mostly engaged in what 
type of conflicts?

19)

20)



Which conflict 
featured the idea of 
Mutually Assured 
Destruction by 
nuclear weapons? 

(which actually 
worked to prevent 
direct warfare)

21)



Which founding leader of the USSR is 
pictured in the upper left?

The leader in the upper right led the 
USSR through WWII. Who is he?

Which leader is represented in the 
political cartoon below showing the 
collapse of the USSR?

Name the economic policy 
associated with the image below.

Name the cultural policy associated 
with the image below.

22)

23)

24)

25)

26)



Which policy of the USSR could the 
upper image represent?

Which policy of the USSR could the 
lower image represent?

Name two socialist policies used 
by the CCP in China that could be 
compared to those of the USSR.

27)

28)

29)



Who was the leader of the 
CCP that led communism 
to victory in China?

Which Chinese leader was open 
to economic reform, but not 
open to cultural (especially 
democratic) reform?

30)

31)



What is the name of the process of independence 
that occurred in the states shaded pink in the map?

32)



What international organization 
is purposed with setting trade 
rules and regulations among its 
member states?

What trade bloc features the 
countries seen in the image?

33)

34)



This Chinese mural could serve as propaganda 
for what?

35)



The mass spread of what disease 
was associated with WWI?

Name a disease that can be associated 
with impoverished living conditions.

Name one disease that can be 
associated with a longer lifespan.

36)

37)

38)



What term refers to the high-tech agricultural 
advances that occurred in the 20th century?

39)



What does the 
map refer to?

40)


